Preventable mortality: does the perspective matter when determining preventability?
We report a novel approach to mortality review using a 360° survey and a multidisciplinary mortality committee (MMC) to optimize efforts to improve inpatient care. In 2009, a 16-item, 360° compulsory quality improvement survey was implemented for mortality review. Descriptive statistics were performed to compare the responses by provider specialty, profession, and level of training using the Fisher exact and chi-square tests, as appropriate. We compared the agreement between the MMC review and provider-reported classification regarding the preventability of each death using the Cohen kappa coefficient. A qualitative review of 360° information was performed to identify the quality opportunities. Completed surveys (n = 3095) were submitted for 1683 patients. The possibility of a preventable death was suggested in the 360° survey for 42 patients (1.40%). We identified 502 patients (29.83%) with completed 360° surveys who underwent MMC review. The inter-rater reliability between the provider opinions regarding preventable death and the MMC review was poor (kappa = 0.10, P < 0.001). Of the 42 cases identified by the 360° survey as preventable deaths, 15 underwent MMC review; 3 were classified as preventable and 12 were deemed unavoidable. Qualitative analyses of the 12 discrepancies did reveal quality issues; however, they were not deemed responsible for the patients' death. The mortality survey yielded important information regarding inpatient deaths that historically was buried with the patient. Poor agreement between the 360° survey responses and an objective MMC review support the need to have a multipronged approach to evaluating inpatient mortality.